UNIT I
MASTERY TEST REVIEW
PART 1: SENTENCE PATTERNS
Using the chart below, identify and label the pattern of each of the following sentences.
1) cross off prepositional phrases and adverbs
2) underline verb twice and label (LV or AV)
3) underline subject once and label
4) label PA or PN if LV
5) label DO with possible IO if AV
6) If it is a question, re-write as a sentence
Pattern 1 = S + V
Pattern 2 = S + LV + PA
Pattern 3 = S + LV + PN

Pattern 4 = S + AV + DO
Pattern 5 = S + AV + IO + DO

_____ 1. I gave my mom a gift of flowers yesterday.
_____ 2. I arrived at the concert before the rest of my friends.
_____ 3. Bill surprised me with his invitation for Saturday night.
_____ 4. Jay bought Sue a card for her birthday.
_____ 5. Sewing is a productive hobby.
_____ 6. His conscientious attitude is rare and profitable for the company.
_____ 7. Is Tom the chairperson for our committee?
_____ 8. Has Jim marked the calendar for the date of the play?
_____ 9. A band of musicians played late into the evening at the dance club.
_____10. Greg looks helpless and sad tonight.

PART 2: COMPOSING SENTENCES
Compose original sentences following the directions for each item.
1. Write a sentence with “beautiful” as the PA.
2. Write a sentence with “teacher” as the PN.
3. Write a question with “ball” as the DO.
4. Write a sentence with “my sister” as the IO.

PART 3.
In this passage, certain sentences have been underlined and numbered. Each question
consists of a sentence pattern. Circle the appropriate letter.
I bet your morning habits are a lot like mine. However, it takes a while for me to get going. My
mom wakes me in the morning at 6:30 a.m. I usually do not get out of bed until 6:45 a.m. I like
1
my pillow too much. I then run down the stairs to beat my sister to the shower. She is quicker
2
3
than me usually. I have to beat her to the shower; otherwise, I have to wait for almost a half
hour. She takes a long time. Finally, when it is my turn, my mom gives me a towel. I like the
4
5
towel with the seashells on it. It is my favorite. I only spend about 5 minutes in the shower.
6
After that, I brush my teeth. I also take care of other personal stuff. Picking out the right clothes
7
is difficult for me. I wish I were like my dad. He is a dentist. He doesn’t have to think about his
8
clothes because he wears the same outfit every day – at least that’s what it seems like to me.
After I get dressed, I eat a hearty breakfast. Then, I am happy. By then, my bus arrives. And
9
10
the next day, I start my pattern all over again.
1.

A. S + V
B. S + LV + PA
C. S + LV + PN
D. S + AV + DO
E. S + AV + IO + DO

6.

A. S + V
B. S + LV + PA
C. S + LV + PN
D. S + AV + DO
E. S + AV + IO + DO

2.

A. S + V
B. S + LV + PA
C. S + LV + PN
D. S + AV + DO
E. S + AV + IO + DO

7.

A. S + V
B. S + LV + PA
C. S + LV + PN
D. S + AV + DO
E. S + AV + IO + DO

3.

A. S + V
B. S + LV + PA
C. S + LV + PN
D. S + AV + DO
E. S + AV + IO + DO

8.

A. S + V
B. S + LV + PA
C. S + LV + PN
D. S + AV + DO
E. S + AV + IO + DO

4.

A. S + V
B. S + LV + PA
C. S + LV + PN
D. S + AV + DO
E. S + AV + IO + DO

9.

A. S + V
B. S + LV + PA
C. S + LV + PN
D. S + AV + DO
E. S + AV + IO + DO

5.

A. S + V
B. S + LV + PA
C. S + LV + PN
D. S + AV + DO
E. S + AV + IO + DO

10. A. S + V
B. S + LV + PA
C. S + LV + PN
D. S + AV + DO
E. S + AV + IO + DO

2

PART 4. SENTENCE TYPES
Using the chart below, identify the types of sentences that follow.
1. Simple Sentence (S+V)
2. Compound Sentence (S+V) + conj. + (S+V)
3. Complex Sentence (S+V) + clause
4. Compound-Complex Sentence (S+V) + conj. + (S+V) + clause
_____ 1. The business letter is concise and courteous, and it is also well written.
_____ 2. She prepared herself for the new time change by scheduling her daily routines
earlier.
_____ 3. When she went home to visit her father, she always loved awakening to the smell of
coffee perking.
_____ 4. The rose garden flourished each summer, and, although it was an added
responsibility for Char, she cherished each lovely bud that appeared.
_____ 5. The tomato appeared overripe, but it tasted sweet and juicy.
_____ 6. John anchored the boat close to shore and let it drift before he began casting his
line.
_____ 7. Ellen takes time each morning to stretch.
_____ 8. Greg, who is an Olympic bike racer, placed first in two races last week in Germany,
but he did not finish the race in England
_____ 9. The boy hiding under his bed was trying to escape from his mother.
_____10. I mailed the letter Tuesday although Harold did not get it until Friday.

PART 2: COMPOSING SENTENCES
Compose original sentences following the directions for each item.
1. Write a simple sentence about your best friend.
1. Write a compound sentence about music.
2. Write a complex sentence about an animal.
3. Write a compound-complex sentence about your favorite place.
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PART 3.
In these passages, certain sentences have been underlined and numbered. Each
question consists of a type of sentence. Circle the appropriate letter.
PASSAGE 1
Bricks may be the oldest building material on Earth, and they were probably discovered by
1
accident. The Empire State Building has more than 10 million bricks, and the Great Wall of
China has almost billion. Homes, factories and roads can all be built of brick, but the first bricks
2
were probably formed when somebody realized that it could be used for building. It was
probably discovered along a river, such as the Nile River in Egypt. The oldest sun-dried brick,
3
which is about 10,000 years old, is from beneath the biblical city of Jericho and is about 10,000
4
years old.
1. A. Simple
B. Compound

C. Complex
D. Compound-Complex

3. A. Simple

2. A. Simple

C. Complex
D. Compound-Complex

4. A. Simple

B. Compound

B. Compound

B. Compound

C. Complex
D. Compound-Complex
C. Complex
D. Compound-Complex

PASSAGE 2
The California gold rush of 1849 attracted thousands of prospectors. “Go west young man!”
was the cry. Levi Strauss left New York in 1853, and he went west to San Francisco, where he
1
planned to sell canvas for tents and Conestoga wagon covers to the prospectors. He soon
realized that hard-working prospectors needed sturdy work pants. Levi had a tailor make some
2
pants from brown canvas. Soon, people were talking about “Levi’s jeans.” When the canvas
was gone, Levi switched to denim, another sturdy fabric. Today, whether your jeans are from
3
Calvin Klein, JC Penney’s, or your local department store, thank Mr. Strauss. He had the idea
first, and everyone else came in second.
4
1. A. Simple
B. Compound

C. Complex
D. Compound-Complex

3. A. Simple
B. Compound

C. Complex
D. Compound-Complex

2. A. Simple
B. Compound

C. Complex
D. Compound-Complex

4. A. Simple
B. Compound

C. Complex
D. Compound-Comple

4

5

